I The matrix Θ must satisfy an IQC over ∇ ∇ + an LMI involving (E , A)
I Global stability of a non-linear systemẋ = f (x, t)
Gw plays the rle of the initial conditions,z are external disturbances G Well-posedness: for all bounded initial conditions and all bounded disturbances, the state remains bounded around the equilibrium ≡ global stability [20] [21] [22] 2012 Examples -Topological Separation and Lyapunov I Global stability of a system with a dead-zone
L This is the only source of conservatism G LMI conditions obtained for the IQS defined by
Launcher model I Launcher in ballistic phase : attitude control G neglected atmospheric friction, sloshing modes, ext. perturbation, axes coupling: 
L How to introduce initial conditions x(0) and "final" conditions g(θ) in IQS framework?
I Square-root of the Dirac operator: linear operator such that
G Such operator is also used for PDE to describe states on the boundary Initial conditions dependent IQS I System with initial and final conditions writes as ⎛ System augmentation with derivatives I How to reduce conservatism ? G Needed a description of the dead-zone better than sector uncertainty G Needed to have dead-zone dependent sets of initial conditions I Both features derived via descriptor modeling of system augmented withv andġ v = dz(g) : Application to the launcher model I LMIs tested on the launcher example G Sets of initial conditions for which |g(θ)| ≤ 8 is guaranteed G Improvement thanks to piecewise quadratic sets of initial conditions
